This paper presents the results of a search to find optimal maximal period multipliers for multiplicative congruential random number generators with moduli 2 and 2 . Here a multiplier is said to be optimal if the distance between adjacent parallel hyperplanes on which A--tuples lie does not exceed the minimal achievable distance by more than 25 percent for k = 2.6. This criterion is considerably more stringent than prevailing standards of acceptability and leads to a total of only 132 multipliers out of the more than 536 million candidate multipliers that exist for modulus 2 and to only 42 multipliers in a sample of about 67.1 million tested among the more than 351 x 10 candidate multipliers for modulus 2 Section 1 reviews the basic properties of multiplicative congruential generators and §2 describes worst case performance measures. These include the maximal distance between adjacent parallel hyperplanes, the minimal number of parallel hyperplanes, the minimal distance between A--tuples and the discrepancy. For modulus 2 , §3 presents the ten best multipliers and compares their performances with those of two multipliers that have been recommended in the literature. Comparisons using packing measures in the space of A'-tuples and in the dual space are also made. For modulus 2 , §4 also presents analogous results for the five best multipliers and for two multipliers suggested in the literature.
with multiplier A and modulus M. For the prime modulus M = 2 -1, Fishman and Moore [9] presented results of an exhaustive search to find those multipliers A that perform best, according to a specified criterion, on a battery of theoretical measures of randomness. The present study gives analogous results for modulus M = 2 , commonly employed on 32 bit wordsize computers, and for M = 2 , commonly used on CDC computers. Section 1 describes features of this class of generators, §2 describes the theoretical measures used to assess the extent of randomness for each multiplier and §3 presents results for 29 the best ten multipliers A out of the possible 2 = 536, 870, 912 candidate multipliers for M = 2 , and for the five best multipliers among 2 « 67.1 48 million studied for M = 2 . For each modulus, it also lists results for multipliers suggested in the literature.
Properties of the generator
Generators with modulus M = 2 , ß > 3, have been in common use for over thirty years. Their appeal comes from the computational efficiency that they offer on binary-word computers by replacing division and multiplication operators by shift and addition operations in the modulo reduction step in (1) . If A = ±5 (mod 8), and the chosen seed Z0 is odd, then the maximal achievable period T = 2ß~ is realized before the generator repeats itself. Table 1 lists the maximal period multipliers A together with the sequences they generate for given seeds ZQ . Because of the greater uniformity over the set {1, ... , 2 }, we chose to study A = 5 (mod 8) . Note that all maximal period generators with M = 2 produce odd integers only. By direct substitution, AB = 1 mod 2ß .
Let A = 52'"1 (mod 2*) and B = 52j~] (mod 2ß). Since the smallest m for which 5'" = 1 (mod 2ß) is m = 2ß~2, one has 2i-l + 2j -I = 2ß~2, i + j = 2ß~3 + 1, so that 1 < min(/, ;') < 2ß~4. Since {Z.} from (3) and {Z(} from (4) have the exact same randomness properties, it suffices to study the first 2ß~ candidate multipliers in (2b Therefore, our analysis only evaluated the first 2 « 67.1 x 10 multipliers generated by the form (2b).
Theoretical measures
Let U¡ -ZJM, and consider the sequence of points or k-tuples Ideally, one wants the sequence of points ^ to be equidistributed in the kdimensional unit hypercube for k -2,3, ... . However, the form of the generator ( 1 ) limits the extent to which one can achieve this ideal. For example, observe that an ideal generator of the integers {4j+ I; j -0, I, ... , 2ß~2 -1} produces 2 ' equidistributed points in the A:-dimensional unit hypercube %? whereas the generator (1) with M = 2ß , A = 5 (mod 8) and odd Z0 produces only T = M/4 = 2 points in this hypercube. Hereafter, we take M = 2ß unless otherwise specified.
2.1. Maximal distance between parallel hyperplanes. One way to study the distributional properties of T"k is through the lattice structure that ( 1 ) induces. It is well known that all /c-tuples generated by (1) To assess the extent of equidistribution, one has the maximal distance between adjacent parallel hyperplanes (9) dk(A, M)= max dk(q;A,M)
as a worst case measure for the multiplier A in k dimensions. When using (9) to compare Ar-tuple performance for several alternative multipliers, one prefers the multiplier that gives the minimal distance, since this implies smaller empty regions in ß? for this multiplier than for the other multipliers. However, there is a limit to how small this maximal distance can be; in particular, it is known
. 2.2. Minimal number of parallel hyperplanes. A second measure of equidistributions, suggested by Marsaglia [11] , is the number of parallel hyperplanes Nk(q; A, M) that (6) induces, subject to (7), in ffî . For a particular A, a small number indicates that there exist large regions in %? that contain no rc-tuples. Dieter [7] showed that the maximal number of parallel hyperplanes that intersect %?k is
Note that all these hyperplanes may not be occupied. A worst case measure is Since the total number of points is fixed at T, the smaller c*k(A, M) is for a given A, the more clustered are points in <%* . Therefore, when comparing several multipliers in k dimensions, one prefers the one that gives the maximal c*k(A,M). Whereas d*k(A,M) measures distance between adjacent parallel hyperplanes in the space of the {Z;}, c*k(A, M) measures distance between points in this space. Since by duality, l/c*k(A, M) is the maximal distance between adjacent parallel hyperplanes in the q-space, one has (Cassels [4, p. 332])
where yk is defined in (10) . The duality also facilitates the computation of c*k(A , M) using the algorithm in Dieter [7] for computing d*k(A, M).
2.4. Discrepancy. Let w", = (z,+1,...,z,+,), i=i.r.
To assess equidistribution, Niederreiter [14] has proposed the discrepancy measure [14, 16] provided the upper bounds (17) and (18) where ax
. , a are the partial quotients in the continued fraction expansion K = max{ax , ... , a), C(K) = 2/log2 for 1 < K < 3 and
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Unfortunately, the author became aware of these results only after a considerable amount of computation for this paper had been completed. Therefore, numerical results for (19) are not reported.
Analysis
This section presents results for all multipliers of the form (2b) with M -2"
for / = 1, ... , 2 and with M = 2 for i = 1, ... , 2 , using an algorithm of Dieter [7] , as described in Knuth [10, Algorithm S]. Because of the great number of candidates, one needs to adopt a screening procedure to identify and collect those multipliers that "perform well". For present purposes, the multipliers of most interest are those that perform well in k = 2, ... , 6 dimensions relative to the constraints that ( 1 ) imposes on all lattices in these dimensions. Consider the ratios For each selected multiplier and k = 2, ... , 6, we also computed the ratios for A = 69069 suggested in Marsaglia [12] and called SUPER-DUPER, and for A = 410092949 suggested in Borosh and Niederreiter [3] , who showed that among all multipliers in (2b), this A has the smallest upper bound on discrepancy for 2-tuples. A listing of the remaining 122 "best" multipliers is available from the author. Table 2 shows that: 2(A, M) , ... , S2 6{A, M) show considerably more variation; no doubt a reflection of the suboptimality of these multipliers with regard to this criterion.
We now turn to another method of evaluating performance which derives from the concept of packing a lattice with spheres (see Cassels [4] ). Recall that c*k(A, M) is the distance between nearest points in ß? . Then the volume of a sphere with this diameter is (24) LJA.M)^"^'^r iír/2+l) where T(-) denotes the gamma function. Suppose one packs the lattice with such spheres centered on each of the M/4 points ^ in (5) and at the origin. Note that these spheres merely touch and that since there are only M/4 Table 4 Packing measures in the sample space Table 3 lists cok(A, M) for the ten best and the two other suggested multipliers. The benefits of the ten multipliers is again apparent, since their packings are considerably better across dimensions than are those for the more commonly used multipliers. Knuth [10, p. 102 ] has also used this concept of packing to rate multipliers. However, his approach relates to packing spheres in the dual space of q0/M, ... , qk_JM. This is done by noting that in addition to d*k(A, M) being the maximal distance between neighboring parallel hyperplanes in the space of T~k , the quantity 4/Md*k(A, M) is the minimal distance between points in the dual space of q0/M,..., qk_i /M. Therefore, the volume of a sphere with radius l/2dk(A , M) in the dual space is
Now observe that restrictions (7) determine that the hypercube [-1, 1) contains exactly (2M) -4/M = 2 + M " /:-dimensional points q/M. Therefore, which is the measure of packing in the dual space. This quantity is identical with the figure of merit suggested by Knuth [10, p. 101] . Note that because of the lattice structure in the dual space, this result is invariant when the hypercube is translated by a vector of integers. Table 4 lists pk(A, M) for the multipliers of interest. Again, note the better performance of the top ten. Knuth remarks that one might say that any multiplier for which pk(A, M) > .1, k = 2, ... , 6, passes the spectral test, and any multiplier for which pk(A, M) > 1, k = 2, ... , 6, passes the test with flying colors. By this standard, the top ten multipliers are untouchable. Table  5 presents bounds on discrepancy computed from (15) and (17) .
For M -24 , Tables 6 through 9 present corresponding results for the five multipliers A with the largest min2<A.<6S, k(A, M). It also presents results for A = 44485709377909, which "is"used' in PASCLIB, a collection of utility subprograms callable from PASCAL on CDC CYBER computers, and A = 19073486328125 used at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Beyer [2] ).
The results confirm the superiority of multipliers 1 through 5, compared to multipliers 6 and 7, as expected. A listing of the remaining 37 "best" multipliers is available from the author.
